Abstract. Since traditional telecommunication networks assume dumb terminals, there are rarely feature interactions involving end systems. However, in Internet telephony systems, such feature interactions are more likely. We defined a new scripting language called the Language for End System Services (LESS) specifically for end system service creation. One of the design goals of the language is to make it easy to handle feature interactions. Because of the simplicity, safety, and the tree-like structure of the Call Processing Language (CPL), we have LESS extended from CPL. We base our end system feature interaction handling on LESS and defined a decision tree merging algorithm to resolve feature interactions. We have developed a LESS-based end system service creation environment and integrated our feature interaction handling algorithm in. We have also implemented a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) based user agent, SIPc, which can execute LESS scripts for end system services. In this paper, we base our discussion on SIP-based Internet Telephony systems.
Introduction
In traditional telephony systems, user-operated devices usually cannot perform services by themselves. This is different in Internet telephony systems, in which end systems can have CPU and memory and execute programs. For example, different from phones in POTS, an Internet telephony user agent can handle call forwarding service by itself. In Internet telephony, end systems are usually the only entities where signaling and media flows converge, hence, some services, such as call waiting, can only be performed in end systems. To facilitate end system service creation, we defined a service creation language called the Language for End System Services (LESS) [1] [2] specifically for end system service creation.
One of the design goals of LESS is to make the language easy to analyze, especially for feature interaction handling. Instead of defining a language that can handle all different kinds of services, but requiring complex algorithms for feature interaction analysis, we consider a practical way is to define a simple language, which can handle most of the commonly used end system services, but easy to perform service analysis. We designed LESS as an extension of the Call Processing Language [3] because of its simplicity, safety, and treelike structure. We base our feature interaction handling on LESS so we will not provide a complete solution for all possible feature interactions for end system services, instead, we will illustrate the simplicity of LESS feature interaction handling. Because the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [4] has many characteristics that favoring end-to-end operations, we base our end system service discussion on SIP.
Lennox et al. [5] discussed ITU-T recommendation Q.1211 [6] services that are suitable for SIP user agents. In our technical report on end system service examples [7] , we further investigated the services defined in AT&T 5ESS switches [8] , and CSTA Phase III [9] , and presented that LESS can handle most of the services that are suitable for end systems. In the technical report, we also discussed how to perform new services involving other Internet applications, such as email, web, presence notification, and instant messaging. E.J. Cameron et al. [10] classified feature interaction problems into three dimensions: namely customer-system, single-multiple user, and single-multiple component dimension, and five categories, namely SUSC (Single-User-Single-Component), SUMC (Single-UserMultiple-Component), MUSC (Multiple-User-Single-Component), MUMC (Multiple-UserMultiple-Component), and CUSY (CUstomer-SYstem) interactions. End system services usually experience single user feature interactions. In other words, we will only focus on SUSC and SUMC feature interactions. One exception is to handle interactions between caller's preference and callee's service script, which involves multiple users. We will discuss this kind of multi-user feature interaction in Section 3.4. The other exception is that feature interactions may happen when multiple users sharing one end device. However, in Internet telephony, usually different people have different URIs even if they own the same end device. This is largely different from the situation in PSTN networks, in which multiple persons sharing one end device also share one logic address, the phone number. Because of this difference, in Internet telephony end systems, we can still perform single user feature interaction handling when multiple users use the same end device.
For single user feature interactions, we can clearly define pre-conditions and expected results of LESS call handling actions. Based on the pre-conditions and expected results, we can construct an action conflict table, and use the table to detect feature interactions.
When designing LESS, we consider that service creation is an incremental effort for end users. They may create multiple service scripts. However, when executing services, there can only be one active script. The service creation environment should consolidate multiple service scripts into one. Feature interactions are likely to happen among multiple end-user-created scripts because when creating a new service, we do not expect end users to check all the existing services. Instead, they will only focus on their immediate needs. It is important to detect and resolve feature interactions among multiple scripts. Based on the treelike structure of LESS, we developed a tree merging algorithm to detect interactions among multiple scripts. Once a feature interaction detected, our algorithm can clearly identify the possible conditions that may cause the interaction. Our service creation environment can then guide users to make decisions based on the information, and record users' decision in the merged tree.
There are some existing methods defined to handle feature interactions in CPL. We consider the existing methods are not sufficient for feature interactions in LESS. We detail the related work in Section 1.1, and then briefly introduce LESS in Section 2. Section 3 shows LESS action conflict tables, and Section 4 discusses our tree merging algorithm based on the action conflict tables. In Section 5, we will present our current implementation of a LESS-based service creation and execution environment. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses our future work.
Related work
LESS extends the Call Processing Language (CPL) and inherits many characteristics of CPL, such as tree-like structure, no user-defined variables, loops, or ability to run external programs. CPL is originally designed for running on network servers, such as SIP proxy servers. Some signaling actions defined in CPL, such as reject and redirect, can also be used in user agents. However, CPL lacks actions that are required by user agents, such as call, accept, transfer and user interaction actions. CPL also lacks triggers for user interaction and timer events handling. In addition, CPL cannot handle presence information, instant messaging, and other Internet applications, such as networked appliance control. Due to the above reasons, we extended CPL and defined LESS.
There are several existing methods defined specifically for feature interaction handling in CPL. Xu et al. proposed to translate CPL to a formal language to check feature interactions in CPL [11] . Nakamura et al. analyzed possible semantic warnings in individual CPL scripts, then extended the analysis to multiple scripts by defining an operator to combine multiple scripts into one [12] .
Since LESS builds on CPL, we can certainly use the existing approaches for feature interaction detection, however, we believe the existing approaches to be insufficient for LESS feature interaction handling.
Both Nakamura and Xu's work are on CPL-based feature interactions. CPL is primarily for proxy servers owned by ISPs. The assumption in their work is that ISPs have the right to access multiple users' service scripts so their work focus on multi-user feature interactions. This is similar to the service model in PSTN networks, in which service providers provide named services for users to subscribe. Service providers are responsible to ensure that no service interactions among all the named services. However, for end system services, there is usually no centralized entity to access service scripts owned by different users. We consider both Nakamura and Xu's work are not suitable for end system feature interaction handling, though, Nakamura's work on single script semantic warnings can still be used to check the validity of LESS scripts.
Even if there is a centralized entity being able to access all service scripts, for example, a network server storing all the end system services for users to download, due to privacy concern, we still consider multi-user feature interaction handling is not practical for end user created services. For example, if Bob's script keeps calling Alice every 10 minutes, but Alice's script rejects all calls from Bob. In Nakamura's work, the combined script of Bob's and Alice's services will cause a CRAE (Call rejection in all execution paths) semantic warning. However, should we inform Bob that his calls to Alice will always get rejected? The answer is heavily depended on the social context Bob and Alice are in, and beyond what feature interaction analysis can handle.
Both Nakamura and Xu did not address how to resolve feature interactions. However, for LESS-based feature interaction handling, the resolution is simple. Once an interaction found, our algorithm can identify the conditions that may cause the interaction based on the overlap of each LESS switch we detected in our algorithm. We can then present the conditions and ask users to make decisions, then record the decisions in the combined decision tree. This resolution takes the advantage that end systems can directly interact with users, and end users can directly modify their own scripts.
Xu's work translates CPL scripts into Simple Formal Specification Language (SFSL) [11] for feature interaction detection. However, LESS and CPL is simple. For example, they have no variables, loops, and no ability to run external programs. They have a tree-like structure for call decision making and only very limited types of tree internal nodes (called switches in CPL) to branch call decisions. When handling feature interaction between LESS and CPL scripts, we consider it unnecessary to translate the language to another language back and forth. Only if we want to handle feature interactions between LESS scripts and other more complicated services that cannot be expressed in LESS, we may need to do the translation, but to a more sophisticated formal language, such as LOTOS. There are some architectural approaches that deal with feature interactions in general. For example, the pipe-and-filter architecture and the Distributed Feature Composition (DFC) [13] . Figure 1 shows the basic pipe-and-filter architecture. A filter can have many inputs and outputs. A pipe connects one of the outputs of a filter to one of the inputs of another filter. The features are applied in the filters. The order of the filters defines the precedence of the features and may help to resolve feature interaction problems.
DFC is a well-designed pipe-and-filter architecture. The key novelty of DFC is to define an architecture in a dynamic pipe-and-filter style. The order of filters can be dynamically changed based on the service usage so DFC can handle non-linear usages.
There are some other architectural approaches, such as agent-based architecture [14] . We will not describe these approaches in detail. We just note that all these approaches assume features are carefully designed and modularized. In other words, they assume service creators are professional telecommunication service designers. However, for services created by end users, such as CPL or LESS scripts, usually service creators are not professionals, which means they will not create well-designed modularized features. Users may create a feature overlapping with existing features or a monolithic script that should be divided into multiple modules. The architectural approaches are not suitable for the 'ill-formatted' features in end systems, sometimes, the architectural approaches even cannot get expected results. For example, in Figure 2 , service1 and service2 conflict with each other under the condition that the caller's address is sip:tom@abc.com and the time is between 2:00PM to 3:00PM on Dec 25, 2004 . If a user's expected result is as the 'expected service' in the figure, we cannot resolve the interactions by simply setting priorities to service1 and service2, instead we have to merge two trees. + = service1 service2 expected service There are some ongoing efforts on policy conflict handling [15] [16] . However, LESS and CPL are designed for communication features, instead of policies. Policies are considered a higher level abstraction than LESS and CPL. Thus, we consider the taxonomy and handling methods for policy conflicts are not suitable for LESS and CPL scripts. We still use E.J.Cameron's taxonomy to categorize LESS and CPL-based feature interactions.
The Language for End System Services (LESS)
The Language for End System Services (LESS) [2] is designed for programming communication services in end systems and used by end users without programming experience. The goal of the language is to allow end users to program their own communication services with little training in a graphical service creation environment. To achieve the goal, the language must represent a high-level abstraction of communication behaviors. The elements in the lan-guage must have semantic meanings. The language has to be simple and safe. The simplicity of the language allows us to better handle feature interactions. A service starts when a trigger get invoked. In a LESS script, switches check the status of the trigger and its context. For example, an address-switch may check the caller and the callee's addresses, and base on the addresses to make call decisions. Call decisions are executed by performing communication actions, such as accept, reject, or redirect a call. The modifiers are used to provide action arguments. For example, the location-modifier may indicate the URI to redirect a call to. Additional actions may be performed based on the results of their previous actions. The abstraction simulates people's natural thinking for call decision making and is easy for users to understand and learn.
High level abstraction
The high-level abstraction implies a tree-like structure for call decision making as shown in Figure 4 . The script below corresponds to the decision tree in Figure 4 . The tree-like structure makes LESS easy to analyze. <less><incoming> <address-switch field="origin"><address is="sip:tom@abc.com"> <accept/> </address><otherwise> <priority-switch><priority equal="emergency"> <accept/> </priority><otherwise> <reject status="486" reason="Busy"/> </otherwise></priority-switch> </otherwise></address-switch> </incoming></less>
LESS elements
To keep the language simple, we only defined four kind of elements for LESS. Few and simple elements make LESS easy to learn and to analyze.
Trigger: A LESS script gets invoked if and only if one of its triggers gets matched. A
trigger must be the root of a decision tree and can appear no more than once in a script. incoming trigger handles incoming calls; command trigger handles user interactions; timer trigger handles timer events; message handles incoming instant messages; notification handles incoming notifications, such as presence notifications; and subscription handles incoming event subscriptions.
Switch:
Only switches branch call decisions. One switch has no more than two branches. A switch must be a child of a trigger or another switch in a decision tree. time-switch branches call decisions based on time; address-switch branches call decisions based on caller and callee's addresses; where-switch branches call decisions based on people's physical locations; priority-switch branches call decisions based on the priority of a call; status-switch branches call decisions based on script owner and end system's current status, such as the number of active calls, and script owner's busy status; string-switch branches call decisions based on some string values in a call, such as the subject of a call; and language-switch branches call decisions based on the language used in a call (in SIP, this is specified in the Accept-Language header).
Action:
Only actions can change call status and only actions can be LESS decision tree leaves. An action can be followed by subsequent actions. LESS actions must not invoke triggers. To ensure this, we need to distinguish LESS actions from the actions performed by users through user interface. For example, when a user clicks 'call' button, he invokes the <command command="call"> trigger, but the call action in a LESS script will not invoke the trigger. With this restriction, we can ensure that no side effects caused by LESS actions and make it feasible to use our tree merging algorithm to handle feature interactions. We have call control signaling actions, event notification actions, networked appliance control actions, and non-signaling actions. We will detail all these actions in Section 3.
Modifier:
A modifier can only be the parent element of actions to enforce the actions. location modifier can provide URI information, and media modifier can provide media information for a call.
Since LESS does not have user-defined variables and no ability to call external programs, we can detect and resolve LESS feature interactions statically. Hence, we only focus on offline feature interactions in this paper.
Feature interaction detection in LESS
Feature interactions are an inevitable by-product of feature modularity [17] . When users design their services, they only focus on their immediate needs and the devices they are currently using. The modularity enables efficient service creation but also causes feature interactions among multiple service scripts running on one or multiple devices. The goal of LESS feature interaction handling is to detect feature interactions among multiple LESS scripts, and compose the scripts into one script to remove unwanted feature interactions, but enable desired feature interactions.
LESS script feature interactions happen when multiple actions are invoked at the same time. Sometimes, multiple actions will not interact with each other; sometimes, the interactions are desired. For example, for an incoming call, one script performs an action to accept the call, another script performs an action to log the call. accept and log actions do not interact with each other. Another example, when a user is already in a call session and receives a new call, one script performs an action to transfer the existing call, another script performs an action to automatically accept the new call. If there is only one audio input/output resource in the user agent, the accept action must be performed after the transfer action. In this case, the feature interaction is desired.
Based on the above observation, it is important to analyze the relationship between actions. In the sections below, we categorize LESS actions into call control actions, presence notification actions, and other actions such as instant messaging and networked appliance control. For each set of actions, we first analyze the pre-conditions and expected results of the actions, then check both SUSC and SUMC feature interactions.
End system call control actions
The call control actions can be signaling or non-signaling actions, and can be in different call stages. Table 1 shows the actions. For signaling actions, actions belonging to the same call stage usually conflict with each other. For example, an end system can only choose one of 'accept', 'reject', and 'redirect' to handle an incoming call. The actions at different call stages can also interact with each other. For example, accepting a call then transferring the call is a desirable interaction, however, rejecting a call then transferring the call is an undesirable interaction. The non-signaling actions do not conflict with the signaling actions.
When we check for feature interactions between two actions, we need to define the execution order of the actions and check possible interactions in different orders. For example, if we want to check the interactions between action A and action B, we first check the situation where A is performed before B. The checking consists of two parts: one is to check whether action A's result changes or conflicts with the pre-condition of action B, the other is to check whether action B's result changes the expected result of action A. We then check the interactions with a different execution order with action B performed first and do the same checking. We define the pre-condition and expected result of each action in Table 2 .
We further investigate the cause of feature interactions and find five kinds of interactions. The first are action conflicts, such as the conflicts between the accept and the reject actions. The second are attribute conflicts, for example, two scripts both perform redirect action, but to different locations. We treat LESS modifiers as action attributes. If the modifiers of two actions are different, they conflict with each other. The third are avoidable conflicts, which can be avoided by putting restrictions on LESS service creation environment. For example, we can restrict LESS to not allow mid-call actions (such as transfer) and call termination actions (such as disconnect) as the subsequent actions of the reject and redirect actions. With this restriction, there is no chance for reject and redirect to interact with transfer and disconnect. The avoidable conflicts are similar to the semantic warnings in Nakamura et al.'s paper [18] . The fourth are resource competition conflicts. Multiple actions may compete for resources. For example, if there is only one audio device in an end system, two calls both using the audio device will cause conflicts. Accepting an incoming call and making an outgoing call to another address at the same time cause this kind of conflicts. We call the last kind of interactions 'enabling' interactions. It happens when one action makes another action possible. This kind of interactions is desirable. For example, accept action enables transfer action to the same call. Mid-call and termination actions have to apply to an existing call, instead of the call in an incoming call event. For example, if a call A is already established, and another call comes in, a script may transfer the existing call, then accept the incoming call. We append a * to the transfer action to represent this situation. For example, the transfer*, hold*, unhold*, media-update*, and disconnect* are used to handle an existing call, not to handle the call in the incoming call setup request. The call is used to make a new call.
The N/A in the table means the indicated situation should not happen. For example, the transfer action cannot be used alone for handling an incoming call because it's for mid-call handling, not for call setup handling.
SUMC feature interactions
A user's service scripts can be hosted on his end devices, as well as signaling servers in the network. The scripts in different places may interact with each other. For example, if the scripts on a SIP proxy server reject all calls, the scripts on the end devices will never get executed. If the proxy server proxies a call to all of the user's end devices in parallel, one of the user's end devices (e.g., voicemail server) automatically accept calls immediately, the 
: the action with '*' is applied to an existing call instead of the incoming call m-update: media-update, disconn: disconnect, -: no interaction, C: action conflict, A(m): attribute conflict on media, A(r): attribute conflict on reason, E: enabling, A(a): attribute conflict on address, (C): avoidable conflict, R: resource competition other end devices will not be able to accept incoming calls.
We divide the SUMC feature interactions into two categories: end system-proxy and end system-end system feature interactions.
End system-proxy server feature interactions: End system-proxy server feature interactions are caused by the CPL scripts on proxy servers interacting with the LESS scripts on end systems. There are only three signaling actions for CPL scripts running on proxy servers, namely proxy, redirect and reject. Every action may interact with the actions on end systems. For incoming calls, proxy server scripts are executed before end system scripts. For outgoing calls, end system scripts are executed before proxy server scripts. For incoming calls, proxy server scripts may interact end system scripts in two ways: blocking the execution of end system scripts or overlapping with end system scripts. For outgoing calls, proxy server scripts may modify the behavior of end system service scripts. Table 4 shows the possible interactions for an incoming call. End system-end system feature interactions: End system-end system feature interactions involve multiple end devices belonging to one user. This kind of feature interactions are the most complicated feature interactions for end system services. It sometimes also involves services scripts running on proxy servers. For example, if a SIP proxy server does sequential forking [4] with the call last sent to a voicemail server, the auto-accept script running on the voicemail server will not affect other end devices' behavior. However, if the proxy server does parallel forking, an inappropriate timeout value of the auto-accept script running on the voicemail server may make other end devices not able to accept incoming calls. When we try to detect the end system-end system feature interactions, we must also take service scripts on proxy servers into consideration. The action conflict between two end systems is summarized in Table 5 . The table shows that during the call setup stage, due to the forking proxy in Internet telephony systems, multiple end devices may all get the incoming call setup at the same time. If they all try to accept the call, a feature conflict happens. If they try to redirect the call setup to different locations, a feature conflict also happens. In SIP, there are different reason codes for rejecting a call. If one end system rejects a call using 603 reason code, which means Busy everywhere and other end systems should not try to redirect the call. Usually, a user should not try to contact one person by using two different end devices with the same media type. The A(am) in the table indicates such kind of feature interactions. Note that redirect and transfer actions may also cause call forwarding loops, this can also be detected by checking the locations of the actions based on the table.
End system presence and event notification actions
For event-based services, we base our discussion on the SIP event notification architecture [19] . An end system can watch other users' presence status, and can notify other users of his own presence status. Feature interactions can be SUSC or SUMC interactions, depending on whether the Presence User Agent (PUA) and the Presence Agent (PA) [20] are co-located or not. If a PUA and a PA are co-located, we need to deal with SUSC feature interactions, otherwise, SUMC interactions.
The actions belonging to the event based services can be divided into two parts. One is for incoming subscription handling, such as accept a subscription, or deny a subscription. The other is to send outgoing messages, such as subscribe and notify. Feature conflicts can be categorized into action conflicts and action attribute conflicts, the same as what we defined in Section 3.1.
SUSC feature interactions
For an incoming subscription, the accept and the deny actions conflict with each other. accept actions with different attributes, such as different expiration time, conflict with each other. deny actions with different reasons conflict with each other. subscribe and notify actions do not conflict with the other actions, but they may cause action attribute conflicts. Two subscribe actions conflict if they have the same destination, the same event package, but different in the other attributes, such as expiration time. Two notify actions conflict if they have the same destination, the same event package (e.g., presence), but different events (e.g., one online, the other offline).
SUMC feature interactions
If a PUA and a PA are separated, the PA usually resides on a network server, for example, it can be co-located with a SIP proxy server. The PUA will reside in users' end devices. A PUA may use PUBLISH [21] request to update its status in the PA, and use XCAP [22] to retrieve and modify watcher and presentity information.
For an incoming subscription, a PA can decide whether to accept or deny it. PA can also set the subscription status as 'pending', and send a notification to the PUA about the watcherlist changes [23] . Once the PUA get the watcher-list notification, the PUA will use XCAP to update the watcher-list document on the PA to authorize the subscription. A user may have multiple PUAs. The PA and all the PUAs will involve in incoming subscription handling and feature interactions may happen between them. For an incoming subscription, if a PA and a PUA make different decisions, for example, the PA accepts a subscription through a web interface but the PUA denies the subscription, an action conflict happens.
Other end system services
An end system can perform many other communication functions, such as instant messaging and networked appliance control. There will be many more new communication functions developed in end systems. In this paper, we only focus on instant messaging and networked appliance control for feature interaction analysis.
Feature interactions for instant messaging
For instant messaging, there is only one LESS action defined, namely sendmsg, which is used to send an outgoing message. If we ignore the content of messages, there is no conflict between multiple sendmsgs. However, the content of an sendmsg may have special meanings in some circumstances. For example, if we use SIP MESSAGE to perform shared web browsing [24] , the message content will be used to convey URL information. Two sendmsgs with different content may conflict with each other. The user should decide the order of the sendmsgs, or choose one sendmsg and discard the other.
Instant messaging may also experience SUMC feature interactions. One incoming message may be sent to multiple contacts of a user. If more than one contact can automatically send a message back, SUMC feature interactions may happen. There is not much difference between SUSC and SUMC instant messaging feature interactions. Both interactions depend on whether the content of the messages conflict with each other or not.
Feature interactions for networked appliance control
Internet telephony user agents can control networked appliances, for example, when getting an incoming call, a UA can automatically turn off the stereo in the context. Services related to networked appliance control can be very complicated. Different sensors may trigger different control actions. The actions performed by multiple networked appliances may conflict with each other. For example, turning on an air conditioner to cool a room and turning on heater to make the room warmer conflict with each other. Kolberg et al. described this kind of feature interactions in detail [25] .
If multiple scripts try to control a networked appliance to perform different actions, feature interactions may happen. Different networked appliances may have different interactions. For example, to control a lamp, power on and power off conflict with each other. To control a stereo, power on and tune the stereo to a specific channel do not conflict with each other. To analyze feature interactions, we need to first identify the appliance we want to control. We then need to build the pre-condition and expected result table for the device control actions. Based on the table, we can build the action conflict table for the device. In this paper, we choose to use lamp control as an example for feature interaction analysis. Note that networked appliance control actions may interact with call control actions. For a video communication, the brightness of the lamp in the context may affect communication qualities.
The commands for lamp can be power on, power off, dim, and bright. Table 6 shows the context assumption and expected result of lamp control actions. Table 6 : The context assumption and expected result of lamp control actions pre-condition expected result power onThe lamp is on. power off -
The lamp is off. dim
The lamp is on. The lamp is dimmer and still on. bright
The lamp is on. The lamp is brighter and still on. Table 7 shows the conflict table. The conflict table is based on the assumption that multiple scripts trying to control the same device at the same time. We also put two call control actions, accept and call, in the table showing that networked appliance control actions may cause feature interactions to call control actions. In the table, power on action makes dim and bright possible, and bright action may provide a better environment for a video call, so we use 'enabling' to mark this kind of interactions. Table 7 : Interactions between lamp control actions power on power off dim bright accept call power on -
attribute conflict, C: conflict, E: enabling Networked appliance control intrinsically involves multiple components, one is the controller, the others are the appliances. If multiple users try to control one networked appliance at the same time, MUMC feature interactions may happen. If all users access the device through the same appliance controller, (e.g., a networked appliance gateway), the policies residing on the controller may help to solve the conflicts. For example, the administrator of the controller may define user priorities. The actions performed by a user with higher priority may override the actions performed by a user with lower priority. If users access a device through different controllers, the communication between the device controllers is required to solve feature conflicts. This kind of feature interactions cannot be handled offline and is out of the scope of this paper.
3.4 Feature interactions between caller's preference, end system's capabilities and callee's service scripts Sometimes, a caller may explicitly express her preference in a call signaling message [26] . Caller's preference may conflict with callee's service scripts. This kind of conflicts cannot be detected off-line. However, it is easy to detect it by checking the actions going to be performed by service scripts and the value of Reject-Contact header in a SIP message. If feature interaction happens, service scripts should always compromise to caller's preference. For example, if a service script tries to perform accept action, but the end system matches the value specified in Reject-Contact header, the end system should not accept the call. If a service script tries to redirect or transfer a call to a location matching the value in Reject-Contact header, the end system should not perform the action and warn users. The same rule for caller preference handling can be applied to end system's capability handling. Sometimes, service scripts' action may conflict with end system's capabilities. For example, for an incoming video call to an end system with only audio capability, an accept action is not appropriate. In this situation, an end system should not perform the accept action, but prompt to the user for proper handling.
Use tree merging algorithm to detect and resolve feature interactions
For LESS-based services, due to the tree-like structure of LESS, we consider it simple and efficient to design an algorithm to merge multiple LESS decision trees into one. After merging, for a specific trigger, there is only one active LESS script at a device. The merging algorithm is good for single component services. For service scripts on different devices, for example, the SUMC call control services we discussed in Section 3.1.2, the merging algorithm can only detect feature interactions, it cannot merge all the scripts into one to resolve the interactions. After merging, we will still keep the original scripts so users can modify them independently. This way, no conflicts in service execution because for a given trigger, it only needs to go through one decision tree to perform services. In the mean time, we can still ensure the service modularity so users can create their services efficiently.
Tree merging algorithm
The overall multi-script merging process is as below.
set base-rule-set empty foreach LESS-tree { convert the LESS-tree into a rule set foreach rule in the rule set { normalize the rule } merge the normalized rule set into base-rule-set } convert base-rule-set into a decision tree
The merging operation is in fact to merge every set of rules into base-rule-set, then convert the base-rule-set back to a decision tree. We will explain every step of the process below.
A rule of a LESS decision tree is defined as which actions get executed under a certain condition for a specific trigger. Based on the LESS design principles we introduced in Section 2.2, the path from the root of a decision tree to each leaf node consists a decision rule. We construct a rule as a composition of a trigger, the actions in accordance to the trigger, and a list of switch nodes that in the path from the root to the action node, we name the list of switch nodes rule path. For example, for the script below, we can represent a decision rule as {incoming,accept,{{string-switch,organization="ABC Inc."},{address-switch, origin="sip:tom@abc.com"},{string-switch,subject="group meeting"}}}. <less><incoming> <string-switch field="organization"><string is="ABC Inc."> <address-switch field="origin"><address is="sip:tom@abc.com"> <string-switch field="subject"><string is="group meeting"> <accept/> </string></string-switch> </address><otherwise> <location url="sip:tom@voicemail.abc.com"> <redirect/> </location> </otherwise></address-switch> </string></string-switch> </incoming></less>
To facilitate rule merging, we need to normalize the rules generated from LESS decision trees. The normalization process sorts rule paths to a specific order, e.g., in the order of address-switch, time-switch, status-switch, string-switch, priority-switch, where-switch, and language-switch. It will also merge the switch nodes with the same switch name into one node in a rule path. For example, a normalized rule for the script above is {incoming, accept, {address-switch, origin="sip:tom@abc.com"}, {string-switch, subject="ABC group meeting", organization="ABC Inc."}}. Because switches are independent of each other, normalized rules are functionally equal to original rules. After normalization, we can follow the process below to detect feature interactions between two normalized rules. if (two rules have different triggers) { no rule conflict } elseif actions in two rules do not conflict { no rule conflict } elseif no overlap between rule path in two rules { no rule conflict } else { two rules conflict with each other, return the rule path overlap and action conflict information prompt to the script owner to judge } During the process, we use the action conflict table defined in Section 3 to check whether two actions interact with each other or not. If actions in two rules conflict with each other, we need to check whether there are conditions matching both rule paths. We name this kind of conditions the overlap between two rule paths. We employ the following algorithm to get the overlap.
set overlap-set empty foreach switch-node1 in rule-path1 { if there is a switch-node2 in rule-path2 has the same switch name { if the switch-overlap between switch-node1 and switch-node2 is empty { return empty overlap-set } else { insert the switch-overlap into overlap-set } } else { insert switch-node1 into overlap-set } } foreach switch-node2 in rule-path2 { if there is not a switch-node1 in rule-path1 has the same switch name { insert switch-node2 into overlap-set } } return overlap-set During the overlap handling process, different switch types have different overlap detection method. We will not detail the overlap handling for each switch type in this paper.
Once we find the overlap-set and the conflicting actions, we can present the information to users to make decisions. For example, for the situation in Figure 2 , we can ask a user "During the time between 2:00PM and 3:00PM on Dec 25, 2004, if sip:tom@abc.com calls you, will you redirect the call to sip:conf@abc.com or automatically accept the call?". We can record the decision made by the user and build a normalized rule set without conflicts. Note that feature interaction resolution for end system services must have end users involved in because only end users can make decisions on what they need. Since end systems can directly interact with end users, and end users can directly modify their scripts, involving end users in feature interaction resolution is practical and necessary.
To convert a set of normalized rules back to a decision tree is straightforward. The pseudo code below shows the algorithm.
set tree empty foreach rule in the merged rule set { foreach switch node in the rule path { //since each rule is normalized, the switch node appears in order go along the tree from the root if the switch node matches a tree node { go to the matched branch, and continue for the next switch node } else { if there is an unmatched branch { go to unmatched branch, continue the test } else { create an unmatched branch put the rest rule path (including current switch node) in the unmatched branch }}}}
Feature interactions caused by multiple triggers
In most cases, there are no feature interactions between decision trees with different triggers (root nodes). However, sometimes, actions caused by different triggers may compete for resources. For example, a timer trigger may invoke a call action, at the same time, an incoming call may get automatically accepted, and a presence notification may also invoke a call action. The actions caused by timer, incoming, and notification may compete on media resources. For example, if an incoming call get automatically accepted, the call triggered by timer at the same time will not get executed properly and users may get confused. For this kind of feature interactions, we can simply perform status checking (e.g., by using status-switch to check the number of active calls) before actions. For a resource limited end system, if trees rooted by different triggers have actions competing for resources, we can also apply the tree merging algorithm to the trees in different triggers, find possible resource competitions, and insert the status checking before the actions. Figure 5 : Main interface of SIPC We have implemented a SIP based user agent, SIPC. SIPC supports a range of media types, such as audio, video, whiteboard and desktop sharing. SIPC can also perform functions beyond multimedia calls, for example, SIPC supports SIP event notification architecture [19] for presence notification, supports SIP MESSAGE method for Instant Messaging [27] , supports DHCP Options for Civic Addresses [28] and GEOPRIV Location Object Format [29] for location sensing, supports the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [30] for networked resource detection, supports the SIP DO [31] method to perform networked appliance control, and uses external applications to handle email and web browsing. With these functions, SIPC can perform all the services we mentioned before. SIPC integrates a LESS [2] engine to handle LESS service scripts. SIPC can use LESS scripts to perform presence-based call handling, location-based call handling, and networked appliance control. Figure 5 shows SIPC's main interface. In the bottom part of the interface, it shows the service management interface of SIPC. A user can click on the 'Add New Service' button to create a new LESS service script. Figure 6 shows the service creation interface in SIPC. A user can drag triggers, switches, and actions to the drawing panel and build LESS decision trees. Once a LESS service script get created, SIPC will save it to a script pool. A user can check one or more service scripts in the service management interface. If more than one service scripts get checked, SIPC will perform feature interaction handling as described in this paper. 
Implementation

Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose to use a tree-merging algorithm to handle feature interactions in the Language for End System Services (LESS). We consider our algorithm to be more practical than the existing feature interaction handling methods for a language with a tree-like structure, such as LESS and CPL. We have integrated a LESS-based service creation environment into our SIP user agent, SIPC, and put the feature interaction handling algorithm into SIPC's service management environment. We are working on a user friendly interface to help end users to better understand feature interactions and resolve encountered interactions. For end system services, feature interaction handling is not only system administrators' work, but also requires end users' involvement.
